Come along and sing
The story of a king
All he wanted was a queen, mm mm
Best you’d ever seen, mmm

Put the ladies to the test
And Esther was the best
She became the queen, mm mm
Now she is the queen, mm mmm

But Esther’s Jeeewwish
King of Persia’s clueless
Haman is the cruuuudest
Aggagite saying let’s give the Jews a fight

CHORUS:
Cuz Haman’s gonna hate, hate, hate, hate, hate
When I hear his name, name, name, name, name, baby
I'm just gonna shake, shake, shake, shake, shake
Shake a grog, shake a grog

Cuz Haman’s gonna hate, hate, hate, hate, hate
When I hear his name, name, name, name, name, baby
I'm just gonna shake, shake, shake, shake, shake
Shake a grog, shake a grog

Uncle Mordecai
Was a really awesome guy
And so he saved the king, mm mm
And so he saved the king, mm mmm

Mordy’s thank you from the king
Was a dope-alicious thing
He wore the royal bling, mm mm
He was treated like a king, mm mmm

But Haman knew this
Knew that Mordy's Jewish
And Haman's thoughts were ghoulish
In his mind, wanted all of the Jews to die

CHORUS
Cuz Haman’s gonna hate, hate, hate, hate, hate
When I hear his name, name, name, name, name, baby
I'm just gonna shake, shake, shake, shake, shake
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Cuz Haman’s gonna hate, hate, hate, hate, hate
When I hear his name, name, name, name, name, baby
I'm just gonna shake, shake, shake, shake, shake
Shake a grog, shake a grog

Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog

[SPOKEN] Oy, oy, oy
Hay-man, while you been getting down and out about the lots
And the dirty dirty Jews of Persia
You could have been chowing on these banquet eats
Hey Hay-Man with your lame-ass hat
I’m a Jew who’s proud
A queen make no mistake
Got an edict from the king
that we can fight back
Your hat’s now a cookie
that I’ll bake, bake, bake

Whooa aoaaaoa

CHORUS [SUNG]
Cuz Haman’s gonna hate, hate, hate, hate, hate
When I hear his name, name, name, name, name, baby
I'm just gonna shake, shake, shake, shake, shake
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Now Shushan Jews were saved, saved, saved, saved, saved

So when we hear his name, name, name, name, name baby
We’re all gonna shake, shake, shake, shake, shake
Shake a grog, shake a grog

Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog
Shake a grog, shake a grog